NEW TITLES • FOREIGN POLICY

 MICHAEL V. HAYDEN
 Playing to the Edge
 An Intelligence Life in the Age of Terror

 "In this supremely intelligent and extremely readable book, Hayden offers a portrait of the world as it is in the twenty-first century: a world of shifting alliances, new threats from without and within, and a major new threat to the concept of national sovereignty."

 PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 536 PAGES • 978-0-14-312797-0 • $35.00

 IAN BREMMER
 Superpower
 Three Decades in the Rise of the World

 "Bremmer argues that Washington's decline as a foreign policy power has become predictable. He provides a sweeping and incisive account of three decades of change in the world, both on the world stage and in Washington."

 PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 672 PAGES • 978-1-59420-656-6 • $30.00

 LEON PANETTA AND JIM NEWTON
 Worthy Fights
 A Memoir of Leadership in War and Peace

 "A moving and authoritative autobiography of the defense secretary and CIA director who led the intelligence war that killed Bin Laden, among many important roles in a period of wrenching change and new threats, from 9/11 and a major war on the continent to the contest between the United States and China in the Pacific Ocean."

 PENGUIN PUBLISHING GROUP HARDCOVER • 464 PAGES • 978-1-59420-656-6 • $30.00

 JOHN N. AGAL
 Knife Fights
 A Memoir of Modern War in Theory and Practice

 "From one of the most important army officers of his generation comes a memoir of the revolution in warfare he helped lead, in combat and in Washington. A great memoir and a great account of the man who lived it." — The New Yorker

 PENGUIN PUBLISHING GROUP HARDCOVER • 368 PAGES • 978-1-59420-656-6 • $30.00

 DAN SMITH
 The Penguin State of the Middle East Atlas

 "A completely revised and updated third edition, with readable graphs and colorful maps that pinpoint everything from regional ethnic and language groups to military spending and urbanization."

 PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 400 PAGES • 978-0-14-312845-8 • $18.00

 PADDY O'MALLEY
 The Two-State Delusion
 Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks and the Failure of Two-State Solutions

 "Extraordinary and persuasive...an urgent warning to all who value peace."

 PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 264 PAGES • 978-0-14-312845-8 • $18.00

 SEAN McMEEKEN
 The Ottoman Endgame: War, Revolution, and the Collapse of the Ottoman Empire, 1908-1923

 "A rich and vivid account of the end of the Ottoman Empire. McMeekin synthesizes an impressive amount of fresh material from across Europe's Ottoman and Russian archives, this astonishing retelling of twentieth-century history from the Ottoman perspective delivers profound new insights into World War I and the contemporary Middle East."

 PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 480 PAGES • 978-1-59420-656-6 • $30.00

 TONY JUDT
 When the Facts Change: Essays, 1990-2010

 "A generous, candid, and frequently angry collection of essays on the history of history itself and of the intellectual and political world since the end of the Cold War."

 PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 144 PAGES • 978-0-14-312845-8 • $18.00
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MICHAEL V. HAYDEN
Playing to the Edge
A Memoir of Modern War in Theory and Practice

In the unprecedented high-level memoirs of America’s intelligence chiefs, the former directors of the CIA, NSA, and the new head of the national intelligence directorate share the dramatic stories of their rise to fame. They reveal the deep divides that characterize the intelligence world and the political machinations that shape national security and foreign policy. A private peace process that ended in failure and the personal journey that finally brought it to life. A Washington Post
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 544 PAGES • 978-1-59420-532-3 • $35.00

IAN BREMMER
Superpower
Three Decades in America’s War in the World

Bremmer argues that Washington’s desire for foreign policy has become prohibitively expensive and disastrous, and recommends America’s withdrawal to a more modest role, where it can actually make a difference. A thoughtful and provocative analysis of how America should frame its interests and responsibilities in the 21st century. A Economist
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 400 PAGES • 978-0-14-312845-8 • $18.00

LEON PANETTA AND JIM NEWTON
Worthy Fights
A Memoir of Leadership in War and Peace

Worthy Fights is an extraordinary memoir by one of America’s greatest living leaders—Two-time Washington post
PENGUIN HARDCOVER • 280 PAGES • 978-0-14-313517-2 • $27.95

JOHN A. NAGL
Knife Fights
A Memoir of Modern War in Theory and Practice

From one of the most important army officers of his generation comes a memoir of the modern battlefields…in harsh and vivid light. His work on counterinsurgency is deep and profound, and this book is the essential backstory both of the American intellectual process that underpins it and the personal journey that formed it….Powerful
—Admiral James Stavridis (Ret.), Tufts University, former Supreme
Superior Court
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 288 PAGES • 978-0-14-312776-5 • $17.00

DAN SMITH
The Penguin State of the Middle East Atlas

The Penguin State of the Middle East Atlas is the definitive, utterly comprehensive guide to the Middle East. Generously illustrated with readable graphs and colorful maps that pinpoint everything from regional ethnic and language groups to military spending and urbanization. "Guides readers through the tumultuous region's complex issues and conflicts....Filled with hard-won practical tools and sobering insights for how to think about the Middle East and its politics, Dan Smith unravels the history of the region from the Ottoman Empire to the present. This is indispensable. "—Jon Huntsman, Jr., chairman of the Atlantic Council, former governor of Utah and U.S. ambassador to China
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 368 PAGES • 978-0-14-313228-3 • $25.00

PADDRAIG O’MALLEY
The Two-State Delusion
Superpower and the Making of the Modern Middle East, 1908–1923

"Impressive...[O’Malley] has done a tremendous amount of research about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict...[O’Malley] is not only knowledgeable but also passionate about his subject."—The New York Times Book Review
HARCOURT HARDCOVER • 384 PAGES • 978-0-15-101902-3 • $28.00

SEAN McMEIKIN
The Ottoman Endgame: War, Revolution, and the Making of the Modern Middle East, 1908–1923

Drawing from Sean McMeekin’s years of groundbreaking research in the newly opened Ottoman and Russian archives, this astonishing retelling of twentieth-century history from the Ottoman perspective delivers profound new insights into World War I and the origins of the modern Middle East. McMeekin synthesizes an impressive amount of fresh material from across Europe’s archives in this balanced and perceptive analysis. "McMeekin synthesizes an impressive amount of fresh material from across Europe’s archives in this balanced and perceptive analysis. "—Dennis Showalter, Colorado College
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 440 PAGES • 978-0-14-312463-7 • $17.99

TONY JUDT
When the Facts Change: Essays, 1995–2010

A great thinker’s final testament: a characteristically wise and forthright collection of essays that range from the Holocaust and the Jews; American hyperpower and the world after 9/11; and issues of social inclusion and social justice in a time of increasing inequality. "Scintillating journalism....This collection is a reminder of Judt’s clear mind and prose style. His way with words is as compelling as ever, and his willingness to take on big and controversial subjects remain unimpaired. "—The New York Times Book Review
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 576 PAGES • 978-1-59420-532-3 • $35.00
CHRISTIAN G. APPY
American Reckoning
The Vietnam War and Our National Identity

In this groundbreaking history of America’s most unpopular war, Christian Appy tells the untold story of the Vietnam war as an essential part of American history. This is a sweeping narrative history that reimagines the Vietnam war as an event that was both a microcosm and a precursor of the globalization that is transforming the world today.

NIALL FERGUSON
Kissinger, 1923–2016: The Idealist

Drawing on new material—unpublished letters, diaries, memoirs, oral histories, and conversations with leaders from around the world—Niall Ferguson provides an intimate look at the life and the career of one of the towering figures of the second half of the twentieth century. Ferguson, one of the world’s most accomplished historians, offers an intimate portrait of Kissinger as a strategist, policymaker, and diplomat. Ferguson also explores Kissinger’s complex relationship with his nation and the world.

HENRY KISSINGER
World Order

Henry Kissinger’s magnum opus, subtitled “telling historical truth with geopolitical perspective,” is hailed by some as a masterpiece, while others consider it a failed work that contributed to the Cold War and today’s geopolitical crisis. Kissinger’s book is an attempt to provide a comprehensive overview of the world order that produced the Cold War and to offer strategies for creating a new world order.

BARTON GELLMAN
Dark Mirror:ős Gorbachev’s Freedom to Putin’s War

This is the first comprehensive account of America’s new surveillance state, based on three years of reporting and more than a hundred interviews. Barton Gellman presents a dramatic new understanding of the NSA’s true role in the world. His book is a warning to all who believe in the rule of law and the Constitution.

MICHAEL FULLISSE
Special with Destiny
The CIA in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria

This is the first full account of the CIA’s role in Iraq and Afghanistan, as told by the people who were there. The book is a guide to understanding the CIA’s role in the Middle East and the lessons of the war on terror.

MARK MAZZETTI
The Traitor’s Knife
The CIA’s Secret Arm and the Failed Plot to Steal Power from Putin’s Russia

Mark Mazzetti provides a deep dive into a plot to overthrow Russian President Vladimir Putin. The book is based on interviews with former Russian spymen and includes exclusive details about how the CIA worked to prevent the plot and its aftermath.

BEN EHRENREICH
The Way to the Spring: Life and Death in Palestine

This is the story of a journalist who traveled to the Middle East to investigate the conflict between Israel and Palestine. He writes about the daily life of ordinary Palestinians and the impact of the conflict on their daily lives. The book is a powerful and moving account of the conflict.

ARKADY OSTROVSKY
The Invention of Russia

This book tells the story of how the Russian Empire was created. It is a story of power, politics, and the rise of a great nation. The book is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Russia.

JONI SEAGER
The Political Atlas of Women in the World

This is the first political atlas of its kind, providing a comprehensive look at the political empowerment of women around the world. The book is a must-read for anyone interested in the role of women in politics.

ALFRED CERCHIAO
Midnight in Mexico
A Reporter’s Journey Through a Secret War on Drugs

This is the story of a reporter’s journey through Mexico, where he witnessed the rise of drug cartels and the violence that came with it. The book is a must-read for anyone interested in the drug war.

MARK MAZOWER
Governing the World
The History of an Idea, 1815 to the Present

This is the first comprehensive history of the idea of world government. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of world politics.

DANIEL DUGAN
Reinventing the State
The Private Sector and the Rise of New Public Management

This book is a must-read for anyone interested in the role of the private sector in government. It provides a comprehensive look at the rise of new public management.

JOEL BRENNER
Clandestine Service
Lessons from a Life in the CIA’s Clandestine Service

This is the first full account of Joel Brenner’s career in the CIA. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of the CIA.

AHMED RASHID
Pakistan on the Brink
The Future of America’s Most Troubled Ally

This is the first comprehensive account of Pakistan’s role in the world. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of Pakistan.

JEFFREY ROSEN
The Bill of Rights
The Constitution and the Birth of America’s Liberties

This is the first comprehensive account of the Bill of Rights. It is a must-read for anyone interested in the history of American liberties.
CHRISTIAN G. APPY
American Reckoning
The Vietnam War and Our National Identity

In American Reckoning, Christian Appy challenges the conventional wisdom about American withdrawal from Vietnam in 1973. He argues that the country’s decision to pull out of the war was a moment of national reckoning, a choice that precipitated a massive reconfiguration of American society and politics.

NIALL FERGUSON
Kissinger 1923–2016: The Idealist

Niall Ferguson’s biography of Henry Kissinger is a penetrating analysis of the man’s influence and impact on our world. Ferguson offers a candid and compelling portrait of Kissinger’s personality and political acumen, as well as his role in shaping the international system.

BRENT STEPHENS
America in Retreat
The New Isolationism and the Coming Global Disorder

Brent Stephens provides a provocative perspective on America’s relationship with the world. He argues that the country’s isolationist tendencies have been growing for decades and that they are now reaching a critical point.

MARK MAZOWER
Governing the World
The History of an Idea

Mark Mazower’s book is a sweeping history of global governance, from ancient civilizations to the modern era. It explores how the idea of a global order has evolved over time and how it has been shaped by geopolitical, economic, and cultural forces.

HENRY KISSINGER
World Order
Prepared by Harold coburn, Thomas J. Bassett, and Charles R. Kupchan

Henry Kissinger’s reflections on the evolution of international relations are a testament to his lifetime of experience and wisdom. In World Order, he offers insights into the nature of international politics and the role of the United States in the modern world.

BARTON GELLMAN
Dark Money
The Rise of the Secret Service

Barton Gellman’s book investigates the role of secret service in modern politics. It explores how the CIA and other intelligence agencies have become crucial players in shaping contemporary affairs.

ENRIQUE IRENAHNEICH
The Way to the Spring: Life and Death in Palestine

Enrique Irañehnehich’s memoir is a gripping account of his experiences as a journalist and activist in Palestine. He provides a rare perspective on the complexities of the conflict and the lives of those caught in its crossfire.

ARKADY OSTROVSKY
The Invention of Russia
From Gorbachev’s Freedom to Putin’s War

Arkady Ostrovsky’s book examines the development of Russian identity and politics from the 1990s to the present. He analyzes the role of Putin’s government in shaping the country’s foreign policy and the implications of these developments for global affairs.
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CHRISTIAN G. APPY
American Reckoning
The Vietnam War and Our Natural Identity
“Appy offers a revealing look at the Vietnam War and its aftermath, using vivid anecdotes and interviews with veterans, academics, and former policymakers to tell the story of how the war has shaped our understanding of American military intervention and its consequences.” —FIELD & STREAM
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 352 PAGES • 978-1-59420-707-0 • $29.00 • JULY

BRETT STEPHENS
America in Retreat
The New Isolationism and the Coming Global Disorder
“A tour de force by one of today’s most important thinkers and writers on foreign policy, Stephens reminds us that the United States has a decades-long history of reacting to foreign crises by retreating to our borders. Now, he argues, we must achieve a higher level of engagement.” —SAMUEL WILES, former senior U.S. diplomat
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 480 PAGES • 978-1-59420-708-7 • $28.00 • JULY

MALLIA FERGUSON
Kissinger
1923–2016: The Indoctrinated
“A fascinating biography of an astoundingly prolific statesman, Ferguson’s book is a must for anyone interested in understanding the indispensable role that Kissinger played in American foreign policy.” —SAMANTHA POWER, former U.S. ambassador to the United Nations
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 512 PAGES • 978-0-14-311451-2 • $22.00

HENRY KISSINGER
World Order
The Anatomy of Power
“Kissinger’s last book, written in collaboration with his former speechwriter, does more than just provide a personal account of his life’s work. It’s an incisive analysis of the world as it is today. Kissinger offers a nuanced historical perspective on the current political and economic order, as well as on the prospects for peace and stability.” —ANGUS G. ROSS, foreign policy analyst
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 384 PAGES • 978-1-59420-704-9 • $28.00 • JULY

BEN EHRENREICH
The Way to the Spring: Life and Death in Palestine
A Report from the Palestinian Territories
“Ehrenreich’s piercing reportage is a timely and important one.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 400 PAGES • 978-1-59420-601-6 • $30.00 • JULY

ARKADY OSTROVSKY
The Invention of Russia
From Tzarist Autocracy to Soviet Dictatorship
“Ostrovskey’s engaging biography of a nation that has been assembled and then disassembled many times will appeal to both specialists and interested readers. Ostrovsky’s approach is accessible and thought-provoking.” —ASTRID JUNGBLEU, director of the Civil War Institute
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 496 PAGES • 978-1-59420-326-9 • $30.00 • JULY

MICHAEL FOULISSE
Pretending with Destiny
Four Years of America’s War on Terrorism
“A masterful analysis of the Bush administration’s wars on terrorism and Iraq. Foulisse’s book is a must-read for anyone interested in understanding the Bush administration’s foreign policy.” —ABRAHAM SHALEV, former president of Israel
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 448 PAGES • 978-1-59420-590-3 • $28.00 • JULY

MARK MAZZETTI
The General’s Apprentice
The CIA, a Secret Army, and the Rise of America’s National Security State
“Mazzetti’s book is comprehensive and well-written. It’s a timely read, given the current political climate and the ongoing debate about the role of the CIA.” —THE WASHINGTON POST
PENGUIN PRESS HARDCOVER • 464 PAGES • 978-1-59420-524-9 • $27.00 • JULY

JONI SEAGER
The Penguin Atlas of Conflict Worldwide
From the eighteenth century to the twenty-first century, this concise, illustrated, up-to-date analysis of the world’s conflicts, past and present, provides a thorough understanding of the complex relationships that underlie regional hotspots and world events. “The Penguin Atlas of Conflict Worldwide is the best book I’ve ever read on the subject. . . . Its general conclusions are often disturbing.” —THOMAS P. MATHESON, professor of world politics and international relations, University of Oxford
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 320 PAGES • 978-0-14-311442-8 • $19.95 • AUGUST

MARK MAZOWER
Governing the World
The History of an Idea
“A monumental and engaging work that will be a primary source for anyone interested in understanding the West’s development as a global power.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 400 PAGES • 978-1-59420-562-0 • $16.00 • JULY

DAVID CHRIST
The Twilight War
Inside Pakistan’s Secret War on Terror
“A gripping account of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship and the war on terrorism.” —JAMES RISEN, author of Payback: The Inside Story of How the CIA Broke the Bank
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 352 PAGES • 978-1-59420-609-2 • $16.00 • JULY

ANDREW HURWITZ
The Fourth Revolution
How the Battle for Power, Saudi Arabia, and Iran Are Reshaping the Middle East
“A deeply researched and well-written history of the Middle East, particularly Saudi Arabia and Iran.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 288 PAGES • 978-1-59420-602-3 • $16.00 • JULY

JONI SEAGER
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
The Art of Intelligence
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 224 PAGES • 978-0-14-311455-0 • $11.95 • AUGUST

ALFREDO CORCHADO
Midnight in Mexico
A Journey Through a Country on the Brink
“A gripping and exhaustive history of Mexico’s recent political and social upheaval.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 432 PAGES • 978-1-59420-523-2 • $16.00 • JULY

JOSEPH GOLSTEIN
Winning the War on War
The United States and the Global War on Terror
“A must-read for anyone interested in understanding the complexities of the war on terror.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 432 PAGES • 978-1-59420-605-7 • $16.00 • JULY

DAVID BROMBERG
Beyond War
Rethinking America’s Role and Foreign Policy in the Twenty-First Century
“A thought-provoking and timely analysis of America’s role in the world and the challenges it faces.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 352 PAGES • 978-1-59420-603-3 • $16.00 • JULY

JOSHUA S. GOLSTEIN
The Second World
The Great War and the Remaking of Global Politics
“A fascinating and well-written history of the interwar period. . . . It provides a comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of the region’s history, politics, and foreign policy.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 400 PAGES • 978-1-59420-590-3 • $16.00 • JULY

ERIC SCHLOSSER
Command and Control:核武器的危险
A revealing and timely examination of the dangers of nuclear weapons and the potential for a catastrophic global conflict. “Schlosser’s book is a masterful exploration of the complex and dangerous world of nuclear weapons. . . . It is a must-read for anyone interested in understanding the risks associated with nuclear weapons.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 432 PAGES • 978-1-59420-532-5 • $16.00 • JULY

JEFFREY SACHS
The Price of Inequality
“A thought-provoking and timely analysis of the dangers of economic inequality.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 432 PAGES • 978-1-59420-605-7 • $16.00 • JULY

MARK MUSZMER
The Twilight War
Inside Pakistan’s Secret War on Terror
“A gripping account of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship and the war on terrorism.” —JAMES RISEN, author of Payback: The Inside Story of How the CIA Broke the Bank
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 352 PAGES • 978-1-59420-609-2 • $16.00 • JULY

HENRY A. CRUMPIT
The Art of Intelligence
“A thought-provoking and timely analysis of America’s role in the world and the challenges it faces.” —THE NEW YORK TIMES
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 352 PAGES • 978-1-59420-603-3 • $16.00 • JULY

JONI SEAGER
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
The Art of Intelligence
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 224 PAGES • 978-0-14-311455-0 • $11.95 • AUGUST

DOMINIC WRIGHT
The Fourth Revolution
How the Battle for Power, Saudi Arabia, and Iran Are Reshaping the Middle East
“A deep and authoritative analysis of the current political and social upheaval in the Middle East.” —THE DAILY BEAST
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 288 PAGES • 978-1-59420-602-3 • $16.00 • JULY

JONI SEAGER
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
The Art of Intelligence
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 224 PAGES • 978-0-14-311455-0 • $11.95 • AUGUST

JONI SEAGER
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
The Art of Intelligence
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 224 PAGES • 978-0-14-311455-0 • $11.95 • AUGUST

JONI SEAGER
The Future of America, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
The Art of Intelligence
PENGUIN PAPERBACK • 224 PAGES • 978-0-14-311455-0 • $11.95 • AUGUST